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Background

The genomes of two lamprey species have been sequenced, and this has provided the basis for genome-wide comparison of molecular evolution between jawless fishes and the rest of vertebrates. Molecular phylogenetic analyses of jawless fish genes increased our knowledge of the evolutionary time scale of diversification of hagfishes and lampreys, as well as of gene redundancy in their genomes. It was shown that the ancestor of jawed vertebrates experienced two rounds of whole genome duplications (Dehal & Boore, 2005). However, it has been controversial whether this event occurred before or after the ancestors of extant jawless fishes diverged from the lineage which gave rise to jawed vertebrates (e.g., Escriva et al., 2002; reviewed in Kuraku, 2013). Recent molecular phylogenetic studies showed that the whole genome duplications occurred before the radiation of all extant vertebrates including hagfishes and lampreys (Kuraku et al., 2009a), and this scenario has been confirmed by later studies including the genomic analysis of Petromyzon marinus (sea lamprey) (Hoffmann et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2013). In this chapter, we analyze peculiar characteristics of the lamprey genomes, focusing mainly on protein-coding regions, to propose potential factors that act as barriers to the understanding of the timing of whole genome duplications.
Jawless fish in molecular phylogenetics

Extant jawless fishes, also called cyclostomes, are comprised of hagfishes and lampreys and diverged from the stem lineage that gave rise to jawed vertebrates (gnathostomes) about 600-500 million years ago (Kuraku et al., 2009b; Figure 1-1). They have been proven to be a monophyletic group, based on molecular phylogenies of both mitochondrial and nuclear genes (reviewed in Kuraku, 2008; Figure 1-1). So far, the so-called ‘phylogenomics’ approach, involving more than hundreds of genes on nuclear genomes (Kumar et al., 2012), has not been applied to elucidate the relationships between hagfish, lamprey and jawed vertebrates in such a high resolution as demonstrated for other long-standing questions in animal phylogeny (e.g. Misof et al., 2014). This is mainly due to the lack of large-scale sequence information for hagfish (see Delsuc et al., 2006).

![Figure 1-1. Overview of the lamprey phylogeny based on molecular data. Evolutionary time scale within the cyclostome lineage is based on previous literature (Kuraku & Kuratani, 2006; Kuraku et al., 2009b). Branch lengths in the other lineages roughly correspond to evolutionary times inferred from molecular data (Hedges et al., 2006). The phylogenetic relationships among the Mordaciinae, Geotriinae and Petromyzontinae remain to be carefully analyzed with multiple genes (reviewed in Kuraku, 2008).]
Lamprey genome sequencing

The first jawless fish species for which whole genome sequencing was started was the sea lamprey *Petromyzon marinus*. Its genome was sequenced with the so-called Sanger method using DNA extracted from the adult liver. An early version of the genome assembly was made public in 2007 at the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/), which is still available there as version 3 (petMar1; http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/petMar1/bigZips/). Later, an improved genome assembly, designated version 7 (petMar2), was generated and used as the final product in the genome-wide analysis by the genome consortium (Smith et al., 2013). In the meantime, it was reported that the sea lamprey experiences programmed genomic rearrangement (PGR) in somatic cell lineages (Smith et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2012). It is thus likely that DNA extracted from the source material for the whole genome sequencing was incomplete and heterogeneous, derived from a mixture of somatic cells with differentially rearranged genomes. In 2013, the genome assembly of another northern hemisphere species, the Arctic lamprey *Lethenteron camtschaticum* (formerly known as *L. japonicum*), based on Roche 454 sequencing platform, was also released (Mehta et al., 2013; http://jlampreygenome.imcb.a-star.edu.sg/). This *L. camtschaticum* project employed genomic DNA extracted from the mature testis, which could have contributed to a larger size and higher continuity of the genome assembly because germline cells possess the intact genome (Table 1-1). This project focused on the evolutionary history of *Hox* gene clusters – a long-standing theme regarding cyclostome gene phylogeny (reviewed in Kuraku, 2011; Kuraku and Meyer, 2009). To provide a comparison of assembly statistics between these two genomes, we recomputed basic metrics (see Bradnam et al., 2013) using the latest genome scaffold sequences downloaded from Ensembl (for *P. marinus*) and NCBI (for *L. camtschaticum*) (Table 1-1).
Table 1-1. Assembly statistics of the two lamprey genomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Assembly ID</th>
<th>Total # of bases (Gbp)</th>
<th># of scaffolds</th>
<th>Scaffold N50 (Kbp)</th>
<th>% N</th>
<th>Max scaffold length (Kbp)</th>
<th>Min scaffold length (Kbp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Petromyzon marinus</em></td>
<td>petMar2</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>25,006</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>3,631</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lethenteron camtschaticum</em></td>
<td>LetJap1</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>86,125</td>
<td>923.6</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>11,640</td>
<td>0.867</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The statistics in this table are based on computations using all publicly available scaffolds and are partly different from those in the respective publications reporting the genome analyses.
To analyze completeness of protein-coding landscape of the two lamprey genomes, we used a program pipeline CEGMA which reports the number of detected genes among 248 conserved genes (CEG, core eukaryotic genes) (Parra et al., 2009). As a result, the *L. camtschaticum* genome assembly was shown to cover 80% (199/248) of the CEGs, while 69% was detected in the *P. marinus* genome (172/248) (Table 1-2). This suggests that the *L. camtschaticum* genome assembly covers more protein-coding genes. The genome consortia of *P. marinus* and *L. camtschaticum* reported 26,046 and 17,829 protein-coding genes, respectively (Smith et al., 2013; http://jlampreygenome.imcb.a-star.edu.sg/). These two species are thought to have diverged relatively recently, i.e., 40-10 million years ago (Kuraku & Kuratani, 2006) and possess very similar karyotypic features (reviewed in Caputo Barucchi et al., 2013). It is unlikely that the genomic contents and protein-coding landscape largely differs between the two genomes. Thus, the difference in the number of predicted genes is likely caused by the difference in the completeness of genome assemblies or the difference in gene prediction methods.

**Table 1-2.** Protein-coding landscape in the two lamprey genome assemblies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th># CEGs detected by CEGMA</th>
<th># of predicted genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Petromyzon marinus</em></td>
<td>Complete 32, Partial 172</td>
<td>All 26,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lethenteron camtschaticum</em></td>
<td>Complete 58, Partial 199</td>
<td>All 17,829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Parra et al. (2009) for details of the criteria for categorizing genes detected in genome assembly into ‘complete’ and ‘partial’.

**GC-content**

Peculiarity of lamprey genes in terms of GC-content was already reported before the whole genome sequence of lampreys became available (Kuraku & Kuratani, 2006; reviewed in Kuraku, 2008). In the comprehensive analysis of the *P. marinus* genome consortium, we performed an intensive investigation of its base composition (Smith et al., 2013). The *P. marinus* genome exhibited relatively high overall GC-content (45.9%), and protein-coding regions, particularly synonymous nucleotide sites, especially had high GC-content (Supplementary Figure 6 in Smith et al., 2013; also see Figure 1-2).
Figure 1-2. Browser view of GC-content in a selected region in the Petromyzon marinus genome. The graph of GC-content was obtained as GC-percent track at the UCSC Genome Browser, for the P. marinus genomic scaffold GL477094 (base position 170749-189720) containing a homolog of the Lefty gene (PMZ_0009017-RA). Note that the exons of this gene tend to have high GC-content (70-80%). The other ‘unknown’ gene in this view (PMZ_0009018-RA on the right) does not have any obvious homolog in other species and might be a lamprey-specific gene. In such a case, GC-content might serve as an indicator of protein-coding nature of genomic sequences.

Here we have analyzed the Lethenteron camtschaticum genome and compared some characteristics about GC-content with other vertebrates including P. marinus (Table 1-3). The L. camtschaticum genome exhibited markedly higher overall GC-content (48.0%) than the P. marinus genome (45.9%) (Figure 1-3, centerfold page i). Similarly, overall GC-content of protein-coding regions showed a comparable difference between the two species (Table 1-3).

The difference of global GC-content in the whole genome sequences of the two lampreys might be caused by either the respective choices of DNA source tissue (liver versus testis, in light of programmed genomic rearrangement), sequencing platform (Sanger versus Roche 454) or assembly methods (Arachne versus Newbler), rather than reflecting the genuine genome compositions. This might also hold for the difference in GC-content of protein-coding regions described above. The lamprey genomes would provide an interesting system to study how epigenetic information is organized in the genome with exceptional GC compartmentalization between coding (GC-rich) and non-coding (GC-poor) regions, as little is known about epigenetic regulation of this group of animals (see Tweedie et al., 1997; Covelo-Soto et al., 2014).
Table 1-3. Global and protein-coding GC-content in the two lamprey genomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Genome</th>
<th>Overall GC %</th>
<th>GC % of 10Kbp non-overlapping windows</th>
<th>Overall GC % of coding regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petromyzon marinus</td>
<td></td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>45 ± 3</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lethenteron camtschaticum</td>
<td></td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>47 ± 4</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gene model

As the lamprey genomes have peculiar features in their protein-coding sequences (see below), gene prediction based on training with those features is expected to enhance its sensitivity and precision. The Petromyzon marinus genome consortium employed the program package MAKER (Cantarel et al., 2008) for genome-wide gene prediction, and it produced a gene typical of vertebrate genomes (Table 1-2) (Smith et al., 2013). In order to predict lamprey genes more precisely, we independently sought to implement lamprey-specific features in gene prediction. First, we built transcriptome assembly using all Sanger sequence reads of P. marinus available in NCBI dbEST (as of March 2008). In the assembled transcript contigs, we inferred open reading frames (ORFs) with identical lengths and high sequence conservation (≥70% positive match at the amino acid level, with a methionine corresponding to the putative start codon) in comparison with their jawed vertebrate homologs. Among 828 putative ORFs selected as above, we identified 132 ORF sequences that were contained in the P. marinus genome assembly petMar1 (version 3) with presumably full intronic and 2Kbp-long flanking sequences. Using them, we executed the training module of AUGUSTUS version 2.0.3 (Stanke & Waack, 2003) as instructed in its manual. The resulting parameter files for P. marinus gene model were passed to the developer of AUGUSTUS and are now available in the default species list (with the species identifier ‘lamprey’) of the installable program package (http://bioinf.uni-greifswald.de/augustus/ binaries/) and web server (http://bioinf.uni-greifswald.de/webaugustus/prediction/create). This alternative gene prediction platform provides a complementary approach to exploit genomic resources of lampreys, although it remains to be
carefully assessed whether the species parameters for *P. marinus* performs well for other lamprey species.

**Codon usage bias and amino acid composition**

Before whole genome sequences of lampreys became available, we performed analyses on codon usage bias and amino acid composition with 173 protein-coding genes of *Petromyzon marinus* that were available in GenBank (Qiu et al., 2011). In this study based on the relatively small data set, we suggested that lampreys have peculiar patterns of codon usage bias and amino acid composition. More recently, with the whole genome sequences of *P. marinus*, we performed more comprehensive analyses on those characteristics and confirmed that the peculiarity in the sequences of lamprey genes and peptides is genome-wide (Smith et al., 2013; Figure 1-4a and 1-4b, centerfold page ii). In addition, we revealed that GC-content in protein-coding regions is the major factor contributing to the peculiarity of codon usage bias and amino acid composition (Figure 1-4c and 1-4d, centerfold page ii). Our analyses did not support the relevance of codon usage bias to gene expression levels (Supplementary Figure 10 of Smith et al., 2013). It is of particular interest whether this lamprey-specific pattern is shared with other jawless fish genomes.

**Homopolymeric amino acid (HPAA) tracts**

More recently, we focused on homopolymeric amino acid (HPAA) tracts in peptide sequences (or single amino acid repeats, such as ‘QQQQQQQQ’; see Mularoni et al., 2010) and carried out a cross-species comparison of their frequencies (Noro et al., 2015). Our interest originated from a particular case of lamprey *Emx* genes (reviewed in Kuraku, 2010). Lampreys possess at least two *Emx* genes (*EmxA* and *EmxB*; Tank et al., 2009), and their gene products have a Q-tract and an A-tract at equivalent locations in the sequences of the two *Emx* gene products (Figure 1-5a, centrefold page iii-iv; Noro et al., 2015). A comparison with their hagfish orthologs without conspicuous HPAA tracts indicates that the insertions of the HPAA tracts occurred in the lamprey lineage after the split of the hagfish lineage (Figure 1-5a, centerfold page iii-iv). Our reanalysis confirmed the result by Tank et al. (2009) supporting lamprey lineage-specific *Emx* gene duplication, whereas the support was
significantly weakened when the HPAA tracts were deleted from the multiple sequence alignment (Noro et al., 2015).

Inspired by the example of Emx genes, we performed a genome-wide survey of HPAA tract insertion. Our survey revealed a significant abundance of HPAA tracts in the overall protein-coding landscape of the sea lamprey genome, compared to that in the human and zebrafish (Noro et al., 2015). It also detected significant enrichment of G-tracts and Q-tracts unique to the sea lamprey (Noro et al., 2015; Figure 1-5b, centerfold page iii-iv). It is unknown what biochemical reasons underlie this species difference in HPAA tract insertion. If the trend of HPAA tract insertion reflects similarly on multiple sequences with similar property, namely paralogs, phylogenetic signals in those sequences might be weakened or erased by the secondary effects. This can result in erroneous alignments and molecular phylogeny inferences.

**Perspectives**

Several studies have reported gene duplications in the cyclostome lineage (Fried et al., 2003; Stadler et al., 2004; Tank et al., 2009). More recently, a genome-wide analysis suggested that a duplication event at the genome scale introduced lineage-specific duplicates (Mehta et al., 2013). Our analyses have highlighted several unique aspects of molecular evolution that seem to be characteristic of the cyclostome lineage. Above all, the unique sequence property of lamprey protein-coding genes is remarkable. It possibly drove convergent sequence evolution among ancient paralogs towards unexpected similarity, resulting in erroneous proximity between the paralogs in inferred molecular phylogeny. Molecular phylogeny inference based on amino acid sequences, as often practiced, is apparently supposed to circumvent the effect of GC-content and codon usage bias but is still prone to unfavorable effect of amino acid composition. Some of the gene duplications attributed to the cyclostome lineage so far could be explained by this possible artefact, and it can mislead our interpretation of the timing of whole genome duplications. Thus, extra cautions should be exercised in analyzing gene family trees involving lamprey genes (Figure 1-6).

Our knowledge of cyclostome genome compositions is still limited to Northern Hemisphere lampreys. Evolving DNA sequencing technology has enabled economical genome sequencing, and whole genome sequencing of hagfish and Southern Hemisphere lampreys are anticipated. With those
Figure 1-6. Possible causes of misinterpretation on molecular phylogeny involving lamprey genes. Alternative scenarios regarding the timing of two whole genome duplications (Hypothesis A-C) are shown with species trees and hypothetical gene trees. In the species trees, open circles indicate gnathostome-cyclostome split, and black arrows indicate the timing of whole genome duplication. In the hypothetical gene trees, a black diamond indicates gene duplication giving rise to multiple gnathostome paralogs, while a white diamond represents gene duplication giving rise to multiple cyclostome paralogs. Hypothesis A, with both rounds of whole genome duplications before the split between cyclostomes and gnathostomes, has been supported by a series of recent studies (Hoffmann et al., 2010; Kuraku et al., 2009a; Smith et al., 2013). In reality, some gene families exhibit molecular phylogeny depicted in the right bottom corner (*), with multiple cyclostome genes exclusively clustering with each other. This phylogenetic pattern, with gene duplications after the split between cyclostomes and gnathostomes, is incongruent with Hypothesis A and is rather compatible with Hypothesis C. We propose that the incongruence is, at least partly, caused by convergence of lamprey sequences discussed in this chapter.
resources, more comprehensive comparison of genomic features is expected to provide an increased understanding of what in the genome makes the phenotypic differences between jawless fishes and other chordates.
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